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High-efficiency, variable refrigerant volume
heat pumps and Heat Recovery Systems,
air-cooled and water-cooled chillers, central
station air handlers, applied rooftop units,
vertical self-contained units, fan coils, unit
ventilators, water source heat pumps,
templifiers, and heating and cooling coils.

Developing and applying Web-based
software and hardware solutions for the
purpose of reducing energy and operation
costs while reducing dangerous levels of C
emissions to our environment.

A leader in indoor comfort, precision, and
high percentage outside air equipment
design, Above Air also provides innovative
indoor HVAC product solutions for
commercial and industrial applications.

Manufacturer of single, dual duct and fanpowered VAV boxes, fan coil units and air
handling
units.

An innovation green product designed to
lower energy costs and provide superior
cooling.

An array of direct-drive plenum fans with
integral electronically commutated (EC)
motors

Heating elements, fabricates sheet metal,
builds electronic controls, and welds
ASMI pressure vessels.

Native BACnet Building Automation
Systems provide building management
solutions for heating, ventilating and air
conditioning applications.

Specialty air conditioners for critical electronic system facilities that have sensitive
temperature and humidity needs.

An array of direct-drive plenum fans with
integral electronically commutated (EC)
motors, offering superior energy efficiency
and flexible, low-footprint application.

Custom packaged DX and chilled water
air handling units.

Ultraviolet technology for air purification
and disinfection.

Packaged pumping systems, controls, and
packaged central energy plants.

Variable frequency drives designed for
heating, ventilation and air conditioning
applications.

Active chilled beams, induction diffusers,
and induction unit consoles.

Offering Niagara — a complete control
solution for smarter, more efficient
buildings.

Air Cleaning and High Filtration Products

Air-Rotation and Custom HVAC systems

Air Purification Technology

Classroom Units for healthy and
comfortable learning environments

Custom Air Handlers

The combination of our unique patented
one piece casing and the use of the most
advanced technology make our towers
some of the best available on the market.

Custom air handling units with no through
metal and knock down construction designs.

High Velocity Low Speed (HVLS) Fans

Superior critical environment airflow
monitoring and control systems for the
medical, laboratory, and life science
communities.
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